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The Kerry Health and Nutrition Institute experts provide their perspectives on the 10 biggest health and nutrition
trends for 2021 and beyond.
Sustainable nutrition - Sustainable nutrition is key to the future of the planet and part of the strategies for many
companies in the food and beverage industry. It refers to our ability to provide positive and balanced nutrition
solutions that help maintain good health.
2. Proactive health - Using diet to improve day-to-day life, this trend was dominant in 2019 and only made more
important by the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020 and moving into 2021.
3. Immunity - Immunity was top-of-mind throughout 2020 and will continue to be in 2021. The COVID-19 pandemic
has led to a lot of questions around how the immune system works and how to support it with nutrition.
4. Plant power - The presence of this trend on the list means that food science has found ways to help plants make it
into our diet in tasty, convenient ways.
5. Mood & mental wellness - The gut-brain axis, the link between botanicals and mood, and even exercise are all
growing areas of research related to mood.
6. Transparency for trust - “Where did my food come from?” “What impact did it have on the planet?” “What is in
it?” “Why are these ingredients in my food?”
7. Healthy ageing is active ageing - When it comes to ageing, the main question has shifted from “how long can I
live?” to “how active can I be in my later years?”.
8. Digestive health - Foods that can help reduce feelings of gas, bloating, or more severe gastrointestinal symptoms
are the focus in this trend.
9. Proteins for sustainability and health - Increasing protein intake is a staple of weight management strategies,
exercise training, healthy ageing, and a core focus of global sustainable nutrition. Innovations in protein farming,
sourcing, and processing are all key to the development of this trend in 2021.
10. Sugar - Public health recommendations and tax legislation continue to emerge globally, driving reduction in sugar
content of foods across all categories. The answer to the question ‘what is the best solution?’ is continually being
explored.
1.
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Changing the Tide of Retail
In nearly every way, 2020 was a year full of the unexpected and the holiday season was no exception. Against all odds,
the 2020 holiday season came to a strong close, with online sales growing 49.0%. With the pandemic forcing consumers
to adjust their traditional shopping habits, and retailers to accelerate the overall pace of digital transformation, it’s no
exaggeration when we say that 2020 has been a pivotal turning point in the future of the retail industry
1. Customers want brands with a winning CX - If there’s one thing that 2020 has taught us, it’s that digitally
transformed brands are leading the pack. Online retail sales rose 22% to a record $9b on Black Friday alone. COVID19 has accelerated the pace of digital transformation, and now brands have no choice but to grow in order to keep
up with changing customer expectations.
2. Consumers like brands with purpose - Wildfires. Protests. Pandemics. Elections. 2020’s plethora of political, social,
and economic crises signaled the eruption of the “socially-conscious shopper.” The world was in its most astonishing
state ever, and people everywhere were paying close attention and taking action. Shoppers are supporting local
shops, shopping women- and black-owned businesses, and trying to protect the environment, and they want to hold
brands to the same standard.
3. Social commerce is on the 2021 agenda - Over the holiday season, smartphones accounted for over a third of U.S.
digital holiday spending, with $1 billion in retail purchases on Thanksgiving and surging to $3.6B on Black Friday.
Social commerce is a trend we’ve seen grow alongside the development of app-based platforms like Facebook,
Instagram, etc., and the obvious benefits have encouraged many retailers to give it a try.
4. Personalization and segmentation saved the season - Quarantine and lockdowns made it even more critical for
people to stay connected through their phones and mobile devices last year. As such, retailers realized that one of
the best ways to snag an engaged shopper is through personalized mobile communications like app push
notifications and SMS text messages.
5. Omnichannel is now a necessity - Flexible pickup options were a critical tool for countering COVID-19-triggered
limitations last holiday season. With 55% of shoppers naming COVID-19 as their top concern around holiday
shopping, retailers were forced to find alternative, and safe, ways to accommodate online shoppers.
“The secret of getting ahead, is getting started.” – Mark Twain
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Rewe Group sales exceeds EUR75 billion in 2020
Rewe Group cracked the sales mark of EUR 75 billion for the first time in a financial year in 2020. The takeover of
Lekkerland played a substantial part in this.

Kohl's rejects activist investor group's move for board control
• Kohl’s Corp. is pushing back against a group of activist investors who think the retailer is not moving quick enough to
address “stagnant sales” and “declining gross margins” — issues that it said predate the pandemic.
• The group, which together control a combined 9.5% stake in Kohl’s, is made up of Macellum Advisors GP LLC, Ancora
Holdings Inc., Legion Partners Asset Management LLC and 4010 Capital LLC (the same companies previously teamed
up to remake the Bed Bath & Beyond board). The group earlier this year nominated nine people to Kohl’s current
board. They want the department store company to add directors with deep retail experience, reduce executive
compensation, stop its “dizzying array of promotional gimmicks and slash inventory levels.
• Kohl's issued a statement that it rejects the investor group’s attempt to seize control of its board and disrupt its
momentum, "especially considering that we are well underway in implementing a strong growth strategy and
accelerating our performance, and we have refreshed half our board with six new independent directors since 2016.“
Jan 2021 Results: Total Online Grocery Sales Reach $9.3 Billion
• Total US grocery online grocery sales for January 2021 hit a record high of $9.3 billion, up 15% from November, as
more than 69.7 million U.S. households placed on average 2.8 orders across delivery, pickup and ship-to-home.
• The delivery and pickup segments captured $7.1 billion sales, accounting for 77% of total online sales in a market
where the customer and sales mix continue to shift toward delivery and pickup services.
Best Buy Tests Smaller, Digital-Friendly Store Format
Best Buy will be debuting new stores that will feature a smaller overall size as the company focuses more on eCommerce.
The company is planning to shift stores in one or two markets to the new setup, cutting overall square footage for
shoppers to around 15,000 square feet instead of the usual 27,000
“The secret of getting ahead, is getting started.” – Mark Twain
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Amazon set to become the largest retailer in the US, overtaking Walmart
• As the growth of online retailers has been further accelerated by the pandemic, Amazon will continue to grow the
fastest among the top 10, with 11.8% CAGR between 2020-2025.
• Amazon will add USD238.8 billion in GMV sales to 2025, thus overtaking Walmart as the market’s largest retailer.
• Costco will demonstrate an above average 5-year CAGR of 6.4%, driven by growing ecommerce business and
greater demand for value. It will become the third largest retailer in the US by 2025, surpassing Kroger.

•
•
•

Capturing 59% of national GMV, US ecommerce continues to be influenced by 1P business models.
For Amazon, however, 3P sales account for over 60% of GMV sales. The market leader continues to grow this
business model, which will account for 66% of its sales in 2025.
Grocers such as Walmart, Costco and Target continue to develop their omnichannel models and are expected to
add a combined USD63.8 billion in sales between 2020-2025.
“The secret of getting ahead, is getting started.” – Mark Twain
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Instacart explores use of automated micro-fulfilment centres Edge Retail Insight
• US grocery delivery intermediary Instacart is reportedly exploring the use of robotic warehouses to fulfil orders, as it
looks to streamline the grocery picking process. Instacart currently uses more than 500,000 gig workers to pick and
purchase items from stores however, the company has been researching ways to automate the picking process.
Instacart has sent out proposal requests to companies offering robotic systems that would pick items from ‘dark’
warehouses instead of stores. This would change the relationship Instacart has with the nearly 600 retailers it
currently works with.
• Grocery retailers are increasingly implementing automation within micro-fulfillment centres to offer faster, more
convenient fulfillment options to consumers amid growing competition in the online grocery space. Several retailers
globally have been investing in automated picking technology with Walmart ramping up in-store automated
fulfillment, Ocado investing in order picking robots and Schwarz Group Kaufland opening an automated warehouse
in Germany.
• For Instacart, movement towards automation would create new business model options and further highlight the
growing significance of delivery intermediaries as a channel. Suppliers need to also respond to the accelerated shift
towards grocery ecommerce and recognize this transition to automation. Supply chains must be agile to support a
range of rapid and increasingly significant fulfillment types such as click and collect and on-demand delivery through
intermediaries

Kuehne+Nagel buys Shanghai logistics giant Apex International shippingazette.com
• THE world's biggest sea freight forwarder Kuehne+Nagel is acquiring Apex International Corporation, one of Asia's
leading forwarders, the Swiss company announced.
• Shanghai-based Apex will continue to operate separately within the Kuehne+Nagel Group once the sale is complete.
• Apex, a major player in the transpacific and intra-Asia, was founded in China in 2001 and has expanded throughout
Asia and beyond.
• With 1,600 employees, Apex generates yearly turnover in excess of CHF2.1 billion (US$2.3 billion), handling 750,000
tons air freight and 190,000 TEU of sea freight in 2020.
“The secret of getting ahead, is getting started.” – Mark Twain
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Major powers show Central Asia interest in Pakistani ports expansion
• The building of a 600km railroad connecting Central Asia to the ports of Karachi and Gwadar could signify a shift away
from major Iranian ports in favour of southeastern connections, a regional expert tells PTI.
• The decision on 2 February to build the $5 billion Mazar-e-Sharif-Kabul-Peshawar rail line has been influenced by
geopolitical uncertainty in Iran and the economic benefits of connecting to Pakistan and India.
• Historically, nations in the Commonwealth of Independent States such as Uzbekistan, Afghanistan, and Turkmenistan
have favored using Bandar Abbas and Chabahar ports in trade due to legacy transport links and ease of access to the
Arabian Sea.
• However, the new railroad, connecting Uzbekistan and Afghanistan to the major Pakistani ports, is expected to reduce
expenses from CIS nations to Pakistani ports by 30-35%. The project will also slash Russia-Pakistan transportation costs
by up to 20%. The new railroad is estimated to be completed within five years.
• China and the US will have a vested interest in moving Central Asian reliance away from Iranian ports, due to the
current US-Iranian sanctions and the favorability of Pakistani and Indian sea hubs.
• Building of the railroad says as much about Pakistan it does Iran: the cost of transporting a container from Uzbekistan
to Karachi would be approximately $1,400-$1,600, compared to up to $3,000 to Bandar Abbas.
Air cargo rates plunge post-Chinese New Year
• Freight rates out of China have plunged to levels not seen in months on the
trans-Pacific and Europe trade lanes amid the seasonal slowdown in demand
after Chinese New Year. This week’s rate of $4.79 per kilogram from Shanghai
to North America was down 62 percent from last week, while Shanghai–North
Europe rates at $4.12/kg were 32 percent lower, according to the TAC Index.
• Data from CLIVE Data Services show the drop in volume on China-Europe was
roughly half of the decline that was recorded in previous years, which the
analyst said could be attributed to China factories remaining open through the
holidays, or factory staff receiving incentives to remain at work and clear order backlogs.
“The secret of getting ahead, is getting started.” – Mark Twain
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West Coast congestion causes Oakland’s traffic to collapse
• The vessel and supply chain congestion on the US West Coast caused the Port of Oakland’s TEU traffic in January to
drop by 11.9% year-on-year (YoY).
• In a statement, the Port said the decline was late-arriving ships from Southern California, where up to 60 are waiting
at anchor for berth space, contributed to the fall in traffic.
• Additionally, it said it expects US containerized import volume from Asia to remain strong at least throughout June.
This will put pressure on ports in Los Angeles and Long Beach, where ships stop first before visiting Oakland.
• It also attributed the loss to a temporary loss of berth space at its largest marine terminal where new cranes were
being assembled and dwindling vessel room for exports as ships carry greater numbers of empty containers back to
Asia.
• The Port described declining cargo as “an anomaly” at a time when US importers face increasing consumer demand
and said it expects container volume to increase in coming months as vessel logjams ease.
COVID-19 testing delays Chinese imports of US perishables
US seafood exporters are among the hardest hit by stricter COVID-19 testing requirements in China that some shippers
have decried as non-tariff trade barriers.
Legal woes force owner of shuttered carriers to file Chapter 7
Cuevas ordered to pay $317,000 in breach-of-contract lawsuits
• The owner of two defunct California trucking companies filed for Chapter 7 bankruptcy on Wednesday.
• This action comes after three breach-of-contract judgments amounting to over $317,000 were entered against Royal
Flush 89 Transport and its owner, Getsemani Cuevas of Riverside, California.
• In its filing with the U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the Central District of California, Royal Flush lists assets of up to
$50,000 and liabilities of between $500,000 and $1 million. The shuttered carrier states that it has up to 49
creditors. The company maintains that no funds will be available for unsecured creditors once it pays administrative
fees.
“The secret of getting ahead, is getting started.” – Mark Twain
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How Covid-19 changed the global e-commerce logistics market: 4 accelerated trends.
• Global e-commerce in 2020 - As highlighted in the graph, e-commerce sales growth
experienced a significant spike during 2020. Annual growth will remain positive in the
coming years, but it is expected to moderate as bricks-and-mortar retailers reopen on a
more permeant basis, reducing the need for many consumers to shop online. However,
many consumers have become accustomed to shopping online during the pandemic and
are unlikely to give it up entirely, meaning online retailers are likely to retain some of
these consumers once lockdown measures ease. Even before the pandemic, consumers
were gradually becoming more reliant on e-retailers to fulfil their shopping needs, the
pandemic has simply sped up the process.
• Increased competition in the cross-border market - Almost 150m people shopped online for the first time during
the pandemic, and this number of new shoppers will continue to rise. e-commerce’s growing traction has gained
attention from brands wishing to capitalize on this growth. This has led to increased competition in the e-commerce
market, domestically and internationally. Cross-border e-commerce is gaining traction.
• Returns - Returns are increasingly becoming a competitive differentiator for retailers. According to Doddle,
approximately 68% of consumers expect free returns. With the number of returns increasing, retailers will need to
establish an efficient returns process to reduce the dampening effect returns have on profitability whilst
simultaneously keeping consumers happy. According to Optoro, a provider of returns technology, approximately
89% of consumers are less likely to shop at a retailer following a bad returns experience.
• The rise of social commerce - Globally, consumers are increasingly demanding services which are at a greater
convenience to them. Consumers are often impatient, demanding instant gratification, purchasing directly from
social media reduces the time spent actively hunting for an item, while digital wallets eliminate the need to
manually enter payment information. Overall, retailers leveraging social media platforms can provide a seamless,
pain-free purchasing process, boosting consumer satisfaction. A 2020 McKinsey report found 76% of US consumers
ditched their pre-pandemic shopping habits quite swiftly following the outbreak of Covid-19.
“The secret of getting ahead, is getting started.” – Mark Twain
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US inventory shortfall drives seemingly ‘never-ending’ peak season
• On store shelves, in warehouses, in trailers and containers, US shippers are coming up short.
• The sale of goods at many businesses is outstripping available inventory and that will keep pressure on supply
chains, constraining capacity and pushing up transportation costs throughout 2021.
• That demand is driving increases in imports currently clogging many US ports at a time of year when shippers
typically catch their breath. US imports from Asia rose 14% year over year in January, according to data from PIERS, a
sister product of JOC.com within IHS Markit.
• That’s more than twice the annualized percentage increase in January 2019 and compares with a 2.9% year-overyear decrease in January 2020.
• US retailers are projecting that imports in the first half of 2021 will increase 22.1% over the same period last year
and, more importantly, that each month will set a new record for import volumes for those months.
• Those containers swamping US ports are slowing an increase in production at US manufacturers that rely on
components sourced overseas. Manufacturers also are trying to build up inventories, although their shortfall tends
to be smaller than that of retailers.
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West Coast port congestion creates a ripple effects for freight
• The backlog of inventory sitting in containers on vessels at anchor has tied up prepaid freight for weeks in some
cases. According to the Marine Exchange of Southern California, which monitors ship traffic, at the start of February
there were 37 container ships anchored off Los Angeles compared to just one at the same time in 2020. This week
there are still 34 cargo vessels waiting for a berth.
• Imports from China accounted for 60% of imports in January on the West Coast but due to congestion at Los Angeles
ports, TEU volumes decreased by 12% y/y at the Port of Los Angeles and 15% y/y in Oakland. In contrast, New York
container volumes were up 14% y/y, Savannah, GA, up by 3% y/y, Norfolk, VA, up 21% y/y and Charleston, SC, up 8%
y/y -- these four East Coast ports account for 80% of January TEU import volume.
• Typically, we see import volumes on the transpacific trade lane fall away in March following Chinese New Year, but
with the backlog of freight on vessels still to work its way into truckload markets, it's conceivable the usual March
slowdown won’t happen, and we’ll roll right into the Spring shipping and Summer produce season without missing a
gear.
Amazon Air close to building a freighter network to carry third-party volumes
• With more cargo planes about to join its dedicated fleet, Amazon’s freighter operation is on course to climb to about
160 flights a day by late spring, almost double where it was last May.
• The expansion is positioning Amazon Air to move ahead with its plans for next-day standard delivery in North
America, and it is nearing critical mass to carry third-party parcel traffic.
• These are conclusions from the latest study of Amazon Air by the Chaddick Institute for Metropolitan Development
at DePaul University, led by Joseph Schwieterman, the institute’s director.
• The study points out that the number of Amazon’s dedicated freighter flights grew 15% between last August and this
month to an average of 140 a day – 80 operated with 767 freighters and the remainder with 737Fs.
• Currently, Amazon has 70 cargo aircraft in operation, which should climb to more than 80 next year, Chaddick
predicts. Supplementing its leased-in capacity, it has acquired 11 767s from Delta and WestJet, which are due to be
converted into all-cargo configuration and enter service this year and next.
“The secret of getting ahead, is getting started.” – Mark Twain
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'Dangerous turning point': Why this sea voyage has scientists worried
• A historic voyage has been quietly unfolding at the top end of the globe – a
trip that promises to have ongoing implications for trade, geopolitics and
the planet.
• For the first time, a commercial vessel has sailed across the Northern Sea
Route (NSR) during the month of February, a time that has historically been
unviable due to the prohibitive amount of ice during winter.
• A Russian ship carrying liquefied natural gas (LNG) has made its way from
Jiangsu in China to the remote Arctic terminal of Sabetta in Russia, making
the historic journey, The Barents Observer reported.
• Video of the trip has been shared by the shipping company Sovcomflot
while its CEO has proclaimed the successful voyage "expands the
navigation window in the in the eastern sector of the Russian Arctic and
confirms that year-round safe navigation is possible."
• The Northern Sea Route, which traces the coasts of Siberia and Norway, is
the region’s busiest artery. It allows cargo ships to save at least 10 days
sailing between Europe and Asia.
'A dangerous turning point'
• The melting Arctic has been watched closely by countries like China and
Russia who are looking to take advantage of the increasingly available shipping lanes. But scientists have lamented
the latest milestone and are sounding the alarm about further environmental degradation due to increased shipping
activity.
• "There is an incentive to seize the economic opportunity of the melting Arctic," says Dr Nengye Liu, an expert in
international polar law at Macquarie University. "This is an ongoing trend," he told Yahoo News Australia.
• "It is also a very dangerous turning point."
“The secret of getting ahead, is getting started.” – Mark Twain
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How the port blockage threatens our global trade network shippingazette.com
• The recent snarl-up at the Ports of Auckland (POAL) has rightly received a great deal of media coverage lately.
• The congestion at this one port has been felt widely across NZ as supply chains, and consumers absorb the costs.
• And while the current congestion crisis is painful, it does seem to be short-term. The root set of causes have been
identified, primarily automation and labour, and these are now receiving ample attention from port management,
the unions, the Government, and the media.
• The optimistic expectation is that operational issues at POAL will be resolved in a matter of weeks, issues that have
been compounded by Covid-related disruptions.
• Covid-19 disruptions have also clearly shown that the bargaining power in global trade lies with the shipping lines.
• While there has been a squeeze on many industries, and a reduction in trade volumes, other factors have swung the
demand-supply seesaw in the shipping lines’ favour.
• As more air cargo is sent by sea and certain industries like electronics and pharmaceuticals increase volumes, we
have also seen congestion at ports absorb the supply of available containers in a perfect storm.
• Shipping companies have rightly shown they have the freedom to adjust their services with very short notice.
• And while the supply strain has increased the cost of shipping a container by nearly 270 per cent, the larger shipping
lines have profited handsomely, as their stock prices testify.
January LA cargo up 3.6pc to 835,516 TEU, cargo diverted shippingazette.com
• Cargo is being diverted from the Port of Los Angeles to other west coast ports as a six-month import surge strains
capacity at America's busiest gateway, Reuters reports. January container throughput was up 3.6% to 835,516 TEU
year on year with laden imports rising 5.5 per cent while exports fell 19.5%.
• Hapag Lloyd and CMA CGM are diverting sailings to Oakland and Pacific NW ports to ease cargo pileups in LA/LB.
Sixty-two ships are anchored in San Pedro Bay, with an average wait of eight days to get a berth.
• "If we stopped all shipments right now, we still have about a month's worth of work from those ships at anchor," said
LA port director Gene Seroka. Inbound cargo at the Port of Los Angeles has been booming since the summer as US
businesses rebuild depleted stocks of hot goods in demand as consumers stay home in the Covid crisis.
“The secret of getting ahead, is getting started.” – Mark Twain
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Liner Shipping Connectivity Index (LSCI)
• The liner shipping connectivity index (LSCI) aims at capturing a country's integration level into global liner shipping
networks which access to world markets depends largely on its transport connectivity, especially with regard to
regular shipping services for the import and export of manufactured goods.
• Trade facilitation encompasses customs efficiency and other physical and regulatory environments in trade,
harmonization of standards and conformance to international regulations, and the logistics of moving goods and
associated documentation through countries and ports. Though collection of trade facilitation data has improved
over the last decade, data that allow meaningful evaluation, especially for developing economies, are lacking.
• The quality and accessibility of ports and roads affect logistics performance. Access to global shipping and air
freight networks and the quality and accessibility of ports and roads affect logistics performance.
• Maritime transport is the backbone of international trade and a key engine driving globalization. Around 80% of
global trade by volume and over 70% by value is carried by sea and is handled by ports worldwide; these shares
are even higher in the case of most developing countries. A total of 60% of world seaborne trade by volume is
loaded, and 57% unloaded, in developing-country ports.
• Below is a listing of the world’s highest rankings
(1) China 187.78, (2) Singapore 133.92, (3) Korea 118.81, (4) HK 113.49, (5) Malaysia 109.86, (6) Netherlands
98.00, (7) Germany 97.09, (8) U.S. 96.66, (9) UK 95.57 and (10) Belgium 91.08. (31) Canada is 51.69 and (43)
South Africa 40.11).
Statistical Concept and Methodology: The index is computed by UNCTAD based on 5 components of the maritime
transport sector: (i) number of ships, (ii) their container-carrying capacity, (iii) maximum vessel size, (iv) number of
services, and (v) number of companies that deploy container ships in a country's ports. The data are derived from
Containerization International Online (www.ci-online.co.uk). For each of the components, a country's value is divided
by the maximum value of that component in 2004, and for each country, the average of the 5 components is
calculated. This average is then divided by the maximum average for 2004 and multiplied by 100. In this way, the index
generates the value 100 for the country with the highest average index of the five components in 2004.
“The secret of getting ahead, is getting started.” – Mark Twain
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Major capacity expansions underway at US Gulf Coast ports
• US Gulf Coast ports are plowing ahead with major capacity expansions in 2021 that will better position them to
handle vessels well above the 10,000-TEU size most common in services calling at local ports.
• Expecting a return to growth, the 2021 projects will focus on bringing Houston closer to its goal of being able to
handle over three million TEU in capacity by next year, and eventually allow it to serve ships up to 18,000 TEU.
• Those expenditures come after a year in which the port's container trade, which had been growing steadily for
several years, plateaued.
• The authority is looking to start work on the 1,000-foot-long Berth 6 at Bayport, its largest marine terminal, in the
first quarter of 2021. The USDOT in March 2020 awarded $22 million for the new berth, which is expected to be
completed in 2023. The authority also plans to award a design contract for another container yard at Bayport
sometime in 2021. Along with the new berth, Bayport's crane fleet will eventually be replaced with one that can
handle 18,000-TEU vessels.
• At the Barbours Cut Terminal, work will begin this year to restore four container yards and 2,700 linear feet of berth
space across three wharves, with the help of another USDOT grant of $79.4 million. Once the dock reinforcement is
complete, the authority will move three older cranes from Bayport to Barbours Cut, allowing the latter to handle
ships up to 10,000-TEU. Those projects also are expected to be completed in 2023, and the authority is also nearing
completion of a $42 million upgrade to the truck gates at Barbours Cut that is expected to be ready by spring 2021.
• Officials at the Port of New Orleans remain optimistic that it can capitalize on its role as a major gateway for
agriculture exports out of the Midwest and as the second leading source of US resin exports outside of Houston.
• The US Army Corps of Engineers has already begun a dredging project that will deepen the lower reaches of the
Mississippi River to 50 feet, eventually allowing vessels up to 14,000-TEU to call at New Orleans.
• The Port of Mobile is also readying itself to handle larger vessels. A $400 million deepening project is underway that
will allow the port to ditch its existing 9,000 TEU limit on vessel sizes and handle ships of 13,000 to 14,000 TEU.
• Tampa Bay's container terminal, plans to double capacity in two years, with plans to reach one million TEU over the
next five years. USDOT will help fund some of that expansion with a $19.8 million grant, reports IHS Media.
“The secret of getting ahead, is getting started.” – Mark Twain
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Experts buoyant on container outlook, but intermodal shortcomings hampering ports
• Three-quarters of global ports are facing levels container vessel calls similar or higher
compared to the year
prior, according to new survey.
• Just 2% of the ports surveyed in the latest International Association of Ports and Harbours survey, in partnership
with the World Port Sustainability Program, reported that they faced a ‘significant’ (in excess of 25%) drop in
container vessel calls, prompting an optimistic outlook for container cargo in 2021.
• Just 24% of the 70 responding ports said container vessel calls fell by more than 5% compared to pre-pandemic
levels – a figure considerably lower than the 53% of respondents to the same question posed on 19 May 2020.
• On intermodal transport, the outlook is bleaker: some 18.6% of ports are facing disruptions in rail services up from
the 11.1% in December 2020. Around 30% of ports are reporting delays with barge services.
• A fifth of respondents reported experiencing delays in cross-border trucking operations – while in October, none of
the responding ports were reporting delays (6-24 hours) or heavy delays (24+ hours) in cross-border road
transportation.
FBX Overview
• China-US West Coast prices increased 5% to $4,922/FEU. This rate is 259% higher than the same time last year.
• China-US East Coast prices climbed 3% to $5,822/FEU and are 119% higher than rates for this week last year.
• US demand for ocean freight imports continues to keep the crucial ports of LA and Long Beach overwhelmed. The
port’s Executive Director Gene Seroka estimates that it would take a month to clear just the tens of ships already
anchored and waiting in the bay. With on-time arrival rates plunging and the Federal Maritime Commission
intervening to try and reduce congestion-related charges, Seroka advised shippers and carriers to divert to other
West Coast ports.
• This non-stop demand is pushing ocean rates to the US up at a time when they would normally be starting to fall.
• Now, nearly a week after CNY, rates from Asia to Europe have begun to decline slightly. But prices from Asia to the
US West Coast climbed 5% this week as still-surging demand and many factories that stayed open over the holiday.
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Trans-Pacific container system slows under Asia import surge
Trans-Pacific shippers are being hit with a double whammy of huge rate hikes and poor service as ports and inland
supply chains struggle to handled a seemingly unending deluge of imports from Asia into North America.
Unprecedented container demand represents the largest consumer shift for 50 years
• The unprecedented surge in global demand for containerized goods represents one of the largest changes in the
global economy for approximately 50 years, according to Hapag-Lloyd.
• Furthermore, he claimed nobody in the industry had predicted the swing and carriers have not seen this degree of
growth for “a very long time”.
• “Everyone predicted that volume would decline in the second half of 2020 with the best-case scenario being close
to 2019 levels by the end of the year,” Jansen claimed. He suggested it was impossible to predict when the
container shipping market will return to normal.
• Demand for containerized goods has increased rapidly since the summer months of 2020 after a huge slump in the
early stages of the pandemic.
• Some carriers rerouted some services to other regions, including the Pacific Northwest and the East Coast.
• “When the lockdown subsides, it would be reasonable to assume that part of spending goes back to services,”
Jensen said. “But how quickly and sharply does that happen? Will consumers suddenly overcompensate and spend
more on services than usual and less on goods?
• “The spending spree of the past half year – how much of that has been on goods people would have bought
anyway, but have merely bought earlier? And the people who have ended up with larger savings than usual – how
will that be spent after lockdowns? This to me makes all of 2021 very unpredictable in terms of demand (both up
and down).”
• While a timescale for returning to normality may be difficult to predict, Jensen echoed Hapag-Lloyd’s view that it is
essential for carriers that the market regains balance.
• “It is clearly in the carriers’ interest to normalize the markets. Operations are in disarray because of multiple
different bottlenecks (vessels, equipment, ports, terminals, truck etc.).
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What’s an “unhealthy beverage” compared to unsafe drinking water?
• On the surface, a “sin tax” on sugar-sweetened beverages seems to make some sense — it might reduce consumption
of drinks that aren’t considered healthy choices while at the same time raising tax revenues to help offset the costs of
health conditions linked to poor diets. But a closer look reveals how such a tax would unfairly target Indigenous
Peoples.
• Today in The Conversation Canada, Myra J. Tait and Natalie Diane Riediger explain that Indigenous Peoples in Canada
are at high risk for diabetes — one of the conditions that a sugary drink tax is designed to address. They are also far
more likely than other people in Canada to live under boil-water advisories. A sugary drink might not be such an
unhealthy choice for someone without access to clean drinking water. Taxing them for making that choice is unfair,
unethical and illogical.

California proposes $2B in grants for restaurants, small businesses
• California Governor Gavin Newsom announced a $9.6 billion COVID-19 relief package last week that includes funds
that could assist restaurants and bars. The relief package still requires approval by the California legislature.
• The package includes more than $2 billion that would be issued as $25,000 grants for restaurants and other small
businesses that have been impacted by the pandemic. If approved, this would quadruple the size of the state's
ongoing grant program for small businesses, from its initial $500 million package.
• The proposal also includes two years of fee relief for the roughly 59,000 bars and restaurants that have Californiaissued liquor licenses. Newsom's office reports those license fees range from $455 to a little over $1,200 annually. In
October, California restaurants sought to recover over $100 million in fees for liquor and health permits and tourism
charges that were collected by the state despite operating restrictions.
• Though California's proposed small business grants and liquor license fee waivers could throw some water on the
pandemic's economic fire, state restaurants still face a grim financial outlook as indoor dining closures remain the
norm in many counties. One California restaurant owner, for example, told the Associated Press that he pays about
$7,000 each year in government fees on top of property taxes.
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Single Shot Of Pfizer Vaccine Cuts Hospitalization Risks, UK Study Finds
• One dose of the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine significantly reduced infections among elderly and health care workers,
according to a preliminary analysis of data from the UK rollout.
• England’s coronavirus vaccine campaign is significantly reducing cases of COVID-19, with a drop of around 70% in
infections among healthcare workers who have had a first dose of the Pfizer-BioNTech shot, British health officials
said on Monday. Data analyzed by Public Health England (PHE) showed the Pfizer provided high levels of
protection against infection and symptomatic disease from a single dose, and that hospitalization and death from
COVID-19 will be reduced by more 75% in elderly people who have had a first dose.
Drug Supply Chain Issues Aren't Going Away, Report Says
In a new American Society of Health-system Pharmacists (ASHP) report, 92% of its "2021 Pharmacy Forecast" panelists
say global issues like trade restrictions, pandemics like COVID-19, or climate change will increase the potential for
more drug shortages, and almost 90% say a major technology failure or breach could cause widespread disruptions in
the delivery of US healthcare supplies. To help mitigate these issues, 90% of panelists also predicted that at least 75%
of health systems will develop allocation guidelines. In the report, the ASHP notes a 36.6% increase in ongoing drug
shortages from 2017 to 2020, with 276 shortages occurring in 2020.
As digital pharmacy grows more crowded, startups scramble to stand out
• Ever since Amazon launched its digital pharmacy late last year, industry rivals have been worried the tech giant
would steal the show. Rather than waiting to find out, they’re all scrambling to
secure their spot on the stage.
• Some, like Nurx and Folx, are zeroing in on underserved or specific populations,
hoping to build a loyal, lifetime patient pool. Others, such as Hims, Ro, and
GoodRx, are going broad: adding new telemedicine services, offering steep
discounts and subscription perks, and in some cases, pitching themselves as a
trustworthy, more bespoke alternative to Amazon.
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Smaller, shorter clinical trials for COVID-19 vaccine variants OK, FDA says
• Vaccine makers won't be required to conduct months long, randomized clinical trials to get approval for COVID-19
vaccines altered to fight virus variants, the FDA said Feb. 22. Vaccines will be authorized if they produce an
immune response relatively close to that of the original vaccines. Most drug makers that have vaccines authorized
or in late-stage trials have said they plan to adjust their vaccines to protect against virus variants.
• "We want the American public to know that we are using every tool in our toolbox to fight this pandemic,
including pivoting as the virus adapts," acting FDA commissioner Janet Woodcock, MD, said in a statement to the
Times.
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UPS pilots try rapid COVID test to avoid Hong Kong quarantines
• UPS Airlines pilots are testing themselves for COVID midflight, using a novel rapid antigen device that has yet to be
approved by the U.S., and sending the results ahead to Hong Kong in an effort to avoid lengthy government
quarantines on arrival, FreightWaves has learned.
• The express carrier is participating in a trial of the Covi-Stix detection kit manufactured by Sorrento Therapeutics to
support Food and Drug Administration authorization and prevent pilots flying from the company’s Anchorage hub
from being isolated against their will in Hong Kong, according to an internal email shared with FreightWaves.
• A second source with knowledge of UPS’ operations confirmed the existence of the voluntary program for crew
members on direct flights from Anchorage to Hong Kong.
• Sorrento Therapeutics applied Dec. 22 to the FDA to receive emergency use authorization for Covi-Stix. The
company said the test uses a shallow nasal swab that can provide results in 15 minutes and that its technology is
100 times more sensitive than conventional rapid antigen tests, which have shown limited reliability.
• The Covi-Stix testing program is voluntary for UPS crews and is only available to individuals who have tested
negative prior to departure with an Abbott Labs ID Now COVID-19 test, with questions still remaining about its false
negativity rate.
• “The test should be conducted approximately one hour prior to top of descent,” the internal email said. “A
‘presumptive positive’ test at the top of descent is intended to allow UPS to coordinate turning the affected crew
member (and any contact-traced crew member in the aircraft) directly back to ANC (Anchorage) on the next
outbound flight without processing through Hong Kong and being subject to quarantine.”
• Data from the self-administered test is being collected to help secure FDA certification and prove the viability of the
testing methodology.
• Prior to the antigen test, the process was for pilots to get a rapid test in Anchorage so they could fly in with a
negative test. In Hong Kong, officials would conduct a more aggressive nasal test, which takes several hours to
return results. Anyone who tests positive on their tests is taken to quarantine at the convention center until their
body starts to produce enough antibodies to be considered no longer susceptible to contracting COVID.
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Cyber criminals, state-sponsored hackers and even the occasional disgruntled employee are constantly looking to
gain unauthorized access for a variety of purposes: theft of money, cyber espionage, personal information for sale or
for use in scams, and damage to critical infrastructure for just a few of the most common.
So how does an organization mitigate an entire world full of continual cyber attacks? Just as buildings have many
necessary elements of physical security: access control, cameras, alarms and so on; there are similar key elements of
cyber security that are vital for just about any modern business.
It starts with identifying and closing the most common doors that attackers use. For example, phishing attacks on
employees are far and away the most common initial point of entry. The breach of even a low-level employee
account can quickly turn into an escalation in access privileges and the ability to reach sensitive information. This is
also true of smart devices, which are generally more poorly secured than computers and phones.

Healthcare Cyber Attacks Rise by 55%, Over 26 Million in the U.S. Impacted
• Given that health records have become a very valuable commodity, the industry has established issues with lax
security, and the coronavirus has created a slew of new opportunities due to the rise in telemedicine, it’s not a
surprise that there has been a significant increase in healthcare cyber attacks. The numbers revealed by a new
Bitglass study are nevertheless eye-popping; an increase of over 55% in 2020, with an estimated impact to the
protected health information (PHI) of some 26 million people in the United States.
• Opportunistic hackers increasingly see medical records as flexible all-in-one identity theft packages and scam
toolkits. This has turned attacks on healthcare providers into a $13.2 billion industry, with the average data breach
cost per record rising to $499 last year
• The total count of US healthcare breaches rose from 386 in 2019 to 599 in 2020, an increase of 55.1%. The firm
majority of these breaches were caused by hacking and IT incidents (67.3% in total). However, in terms of impact to
patients whose records were stolen or compromised, 91.2% of breach incidents that resulted in theft of personal
information were attributed to these healthcare cyber attacks. Collectively it is estimated that about 26 million
patient records were exposed to unauthorized parties in the US in 2020, with about 24.1 million of those as the
result of healthcare cyber attacks.
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World's fastest charging e-buses set to hit Abu Dhabi's roads as UAE goes green
• Electric mobility has quickly become the next big thing for the auto industry and civic bodies on a global scale, since
countries are adopting tech to cut down on carbon emissions.
Middle East's oil-powered economies Saudi Arabia and UAE are
also looking towards electrification on the roads and public
transport, as they race ahead to become tech hubs in the region.
• After the country's ambitious smart city Dubai tested e-buses
that can absorb electricity from the road's surface on the go, its
neighbour Abu Dhabi has taken a decisive step to boost electric
public transport. The Emirati capital has launched a fleet of the
world's fastest charging e-wagons, which get fully powered up
and be ready to go in just 20 minutes.
• The buses developed by Emirati firm Al Fahim group and China's Yinlong Energy, will be able to cut down emissions
equal to that of 27 passenger cars, and increase efficiency of the transport network. As opposed to most electric
vehicles out on global roads, these buses use Lithium Titanate Oxide batteries, which accelerate the pace of
charging.
• Passenger electric vehicle brands like Tesla use the Lithium-ion batteries since they reduce weight and deliver more
miles with less power for individual motorists. But for a public transport network in the bustling city of Abu Dhabi,
saving time is the best bet for achieving efficient performance.
• The batteries also have a life span of 25 years, which increases sustainability in line with the Emirati vision of cutting
emissions significantly by 2050. The firms behind this game changing vehicle are hoping for a roll out across the
Middle East in the wake of its debut in the UAE.
• Other than banking on new-age buses, Emirati cities Dubai and Abu Dhabi have also launched e-scooters to save
power and time wasted in traffic for commuters, by bringing down congestion.
Comment: How long before cars are constructed of materials conducive to solar charging while on the go?
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Amazon's Rivian electric vehicles start making deliveries in LA
• After buying 100,000 electric delivery vehicles from Rivian, Amazon has started testing them on delivery routes in
Los Angeles. The aim is to confirm the performance, safety and durability
of the vans before they start to roll out to as many as 16 cities in 2021.
• Amazon partnered with Rivian on the vehicles, using its customizable
"skateboard" frame construction to create a “first-of-its-kind all-electric
delivery vehicle,” according to Amazon. "From what we've seen, this is
one of the fastest modern commercial electrification programs, and
we're incredibly proud of that,” said Amazon global fleet and product
director Ross Rachey.
• The electric van (which needs a name tbh) has a clean, cutesy design
thanks to the smooth angles and round, low-mounted headlights.
An Atlantic current system that controls sea levels and heat waves is on the brink of collapse
• A massive current system deep throughout the vast Atlantic Ocean affects temperatures, climate, sea levels and
weather systems around the world. Any disruption to its flow could have rapid and catastrophic effects on the global
climate. And a new study has some dreary predictions about the future of the Atlantic Meridional Overturning
Circulation, as it is known, and whether it might cease completely in the coming decades.
• A new study in the journal Nature Geoscience, which reconstructs the history of the circulating current since about
400 AD. Researchers say that the circulation is now at the weakest that it has ever been in that span.
• The Atlantic meridional overturning circulation — or "AMOC" for short — is like a series of conveyor belts. The
directions of the belts and their "contents" vary: One belt, containing warm water, flows north, cools and
evaporates, increasing the salt content in that region of the ocean. As that water becomes colder and heavier it
sinks and flows south, creating a second south-moving belt. These belts are connected by regions in the Labrador
Sea, the Nordic Sea and the Southern Ocean. They are responsible for bringing mild, warm weather to Europe and
keeping sea levels down on the United States' eastern seaboard.
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